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Simultaneous � Vibration Control of Fluid/Plate
System via Reduced-Order Controller

Bogdan Robu, Lucie Baudouin, Christophe Prieur, and Denis Arzelier

Abstract—We consider the problem of the active reduction of
structural vibrations of a plane wing induced by the sloshing of
large masses of fuel inside partly full tank. This study focuses on an
experimental device composed of an aluminum rectangular plate
equipped with piezoelectric patches at the clamped end and with
a cylindrical tip-tank, more or less filled with liquid at the oppo-
site free end. The control is performed through piezoelectric actu-
ators and the main difficulty comes from the complex coupling be-
tween the flexible modes of the wing and the sloshing modes of the
fuel. First, a partial derivative equation model and then a finite-di-
mensional approximation, calculated using the first five structural
modes of the plate and the first two liquid sloshing modes, is es-
tablished. Second, after a model matching procedure, a simulta-
neous control problem associated to the vibration attenuation
problem for two different fillings of the tank is stated. Due to the
large scale of the synthesis model and to the simultaneous perfor-
mance requirements, a reduced-order controller is computed
with HIFOO 2.0 package and is compared with individual designs
for different filling levels. Experimental results are finally provided
illustrating the relevance of the chosen strategy.

Index Terms—Flexible system, fluid/plate system, control,
HIFOO, partial differential equation (PDE).

I. INTRODUCTION

A S commercial transport aircraft designs become larger
and more flexible, the impact of aeroelastic vibration of

the flight dynamics grows in prominence, see, e.g., [46], [2],
[13], or even [25] for airplanes and see [40] for helicopter dy-
namics. Moreover for space applications, the interaction of flex-
ible modes and sloshing modes disturbs the dynamics (see [11]).

For applications in aeronautics, it is crucial to attenuate the
plane wing’s vibrations when the wing is in interaction with the
movement of the fuel inside of it. Smart materials are used for
many applications for instance in civil engineering. Thus flex-
ible structures, which are equipped with piezoelectric patches,
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Fig. 1. Plant description: the rectangular plate and the horizontal cylinder.

occupy a major place in the control research area. Their capa-
bility of attenuating the vibrations and measuring the deforma-
tion is described in [3], [4], [15], and [42] among other refer-
ences. In the present paper, it is shown how piezoelectric de-
vices can be useful for vibration control in aeronautics.

We are studying the experiment depicted by Fig. 1 which is an
example of a coupled fluid-flexible structure system and has the
same first flexible modes as a plane wing [32]. For vibration’s at-
tenuation of flexible structures, some studies investigate the use
of piezoelectric patches to effectively suppress the vibrations
(see [1], [10], [21], [47], [48], among others). However, only a
few results are already available in the literature for fluid-struc-
ture systems. Reference [27] gives a recent theoretical result and
[43] validates the method by means of experimental results. To
the best of our knowledge, there are less studies of fluid-struc-
ture system dedicated to aerospace applications, except [30] or
[31] where controllers are designed using a numerical model.

To take the large numbers of degrees of freedom in the
dynamics into account, we focus on an infinite-dimensional
model described by partial differential equations. Many results
are available about the suppression of vibrations using a dis-
tributed parameter model. Let us cite [9] or [33] among other
references.

The first contribution of this paper is the construction of an
infinite-dimensional model for the coupled fluid-flexible struc-
ture system of Fig. 1. We consider a plate equation to describe
the dynamics of the flexible wing, as in [28], in an infinite-di-
mensional context, and Bernoulli equation for the dynamics of
the fluid. Other dynamical models and associated control prob-
lems have been considered in the fluid control literature. In [7],
the author studies the Shallow Water equations for modeling of
the dynamics of the fluid while using the return method and
directly controlling the tank’s displacements. In [34], a Lya-
punov method is applied to the same nonlinear equation for the
fluid while [29] proposes to compute a flat output for the lin-
earized model. An identical control problem is also considered
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in [18], [17] where the iterative learning control is applied to the
linear Bernoulli model. In the present paper, the setting is quite
different since water-tank oscillations are indirectly controlled
through a flexible structure (more precisely through a flexible
plate) by means of piezoelectric actuators. Moreover, in addition
to the stabilization problem, we are interested in minimizing a
performance criterion based on the norm of some transfer.

The geometry of the tank has been chosen so that the mock-up
has the same first flexion/torsion undamped natural frequen-
cies as a real airplane wing filled with liquid. Considering the
difficulty to properly derive a model for a cylindrical tank, an
approximation by a rectangular tip-tank and by a system of
masses-pendulum is used. Moreover, due to the physical inter-
action of the flexible plate with the fluid, a coupling between the
plate equation and the dynamical fluid model needs to be con-
sidered. It is detailed here in both infinite and finite dimensions.
The finite dimension approximation is then modified in order to
match with the measures observed on the experimental setup.

The second contribution is to define and solve a robust control
problem for this fluid-flexible structure system. The structure is
subject to a disturbance created by the voltage applied to one
piezoelectric actuator and the control problem aims at rejecting
the perturbation that may create some vibrations of the coupled
fluid/plate system. Robust controllers are then computed
and it is shown that we need to consider reduced order con-
trollers. To do so, a non smooth optimization approach proposed
in the HIFOO package is used [19]. It has also the interest of
allowing the computation of a unique controller for several fill-
ings of the tank, by solving a simultaneous optimal control
problem. Finally, some experiments on the real setup are pre-
sented and the relevance of the stabilizing controller to suppress
the vibrations of the fluid-structure system is shown. To avoid
a spillover effect when closing the loop, a suitable filter is also
defined in the standard control problem (see [21]).

The paper is organized as follows. The plant under considera-
tion, equipped with piezoelectric patches (sensors and actuators)
along with the control objectives are detailed in Section II. In
Section III the fluid/plate model of the system is established. In
Section IV, first the model matching problem is solved, second
a full-order robust controller and then a reduced-order one using
HIFOO package are computed. Finally, the effectiveness of the
robust controller of reduced order is checked on various ex-
periments. Section V comprises some concluding remarks and
Section VI some technical developments.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND CONTROL OBJECTIVES

A. Plant Description

The plant to be controlled is located at ISAE-ENSICA,
Toulouse, France, and has been constructed to have the vi-
bration frequencies of a real plane wing filled with fuel in its
tip-tank [32].

The device is composed of an aluminium rectangular plate
and a plexiglas horizontal cylindrical tip-tank filled with liquid
(see Figs. 1 and 2).

The length of the plate is along the horizontal axis and the
width along the vertical one. The plate is clamped on one end

Fig. 2. Deformation of the rectangular plate (1st mode).

TABLE I
PLATE CHARACTERISTICS

TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PIEZOELECTRIC PATCHES

TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CYLINDRICAL TANK

and free on the three other sides. The characteristics of the alu-
minium plate are given in Table I.

The two piezoelectric actuators made from PZT (Lead zir-
conate titanate) are bonded next to the plate clamped side. Two
sensors [made from Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)], are lo-
cated on the opposite side of the plate with respect to the actua-
tors. The characteristics of the collocated sensors and actuators
are given in Table II.

The tank is centered at 1.28 m from the plate clamped side
and is symmetrically spread along the horizontal axis. Due to
the configuration of the whole system (see Fig. 2), the tank un-
dergoes a longitudinal movement when the plate has a flexion
movement and a pitch movement if the plate has a torsion move-
ment. It has the dimensions given in Table III and it can be filled
with water or ice up to an arbitrary level. If the tank is filled
with ice, it can be easily modeled by a steady mass [39]. When
the tank is filled with water up to a level close to 0 or close to
the cylinder diameter (near empty tank empty or near full tank),
there is no sloshing behavior, and the modeling process is sim-
ilar to the case of frozen water.

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3. The system
(plate + tank) is connected to the computer via a high voltage
amplifier delivering 100 V and a charge amplifier 2635 from
Brüer & Kjaer. Moreover, the controller is implemented in a
DSpace board.
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup.

First, the voltage delivered by the DSpace card is amplified
by the high voltage amplifier and then applied to the piezoelec-
tric actuator. The deflection of the beam is measured by the
piezoelectric sensor and then transmitted to the charge ampli-
fier which will deliver a voltage to the DSpace card.

In order to obtain the Bode plots, tests are made using a sam-
pling time of 0.004 seconds on the DSpace card and a Dynamic
Signal Analyzer.

B. Control Objectives

The main control objective is to attenuate the vibrations of
the plate and the sloshing modes of the liquid in the tank. The
control input is the voltage applied to one of the two piezoelec-
tric actuators. The flexible structure is subject to a disturbance
created by a voltage of frequency varying between 0 and 50
Hz applied to the other piezoelectric actuator. This perturba-
tion is a source of vibrations of the fluid-structure system and
is modeled by a low-pass filter of order 1 with a bandwidth
of 50 Hz. The filter before the piezoelectric actuator used as a
disturbance actuator has therefore a transfer function given by

. The output of the system is the
voltage measured with a piezoelectric sensor collocated with
the piezoelectric control actuator. The to-be-controlled output is
composed of the output of the system and the control input. The
objective of the controller is to minimize the maximum of the
frequency response of the transfer function between the control
input and this output. This specification is formulated as mini-
mizing the norm of the transfer between the input distur-
bances and the controlled output.

III. MODELING OF THE SYSTEM

In this section, a mathematical model of the system presented
above is derived. We first describe an infinite-dimensional
model using partial derivative equations and then explain how
a finite-dimensional model is obtained for numerical imple-
mentation by considering only the first modes of vibration and
sloshing.

Concerning the horizontal tank, it is known (see, e.g., [22,
Ch. 1 and 2]) that the solution of the sloshing problem depends
on the geometry of the tank. In the case of an horizontal cylin-
drical tank, the difficulty resides in the fact that the shape of a
partially filled horizontal cylinder does not fit into any standard
coordinate system and thus the velocity potential, which quan-
tifies the sloshing, cannot be derived using separation of vari-
ables method. In our situation, where the tank undergoes lon-

gitudinal movement, the mode frequencies are simply curves
faired through experimental data since there is no analytical re-
sult available (see [14, Ch. 1.6]) for this particular case.

In order to overcome this difficulty, we use a geometrical
approximation. The cylindrical tank is replaced by an “equiv-
alent” rectangular one with the same sloshing frequencies
(where length and width are respectively denoted and and
are respectively along the -axis and -axis). Analytical results
are available in the literature for the calculation of modes and
forces/moments (see [22, Ch. 1.6]). The parameters of the
rectangular “virtual” tank are computed as follows: The length
is equal to the one of the cylindrical tank while the width
is equal to the width of the free surface of the liquid for the
corresponding tank filling. Finally, the height of the liquid in
the tank is defined for the liquid volume in both containers to
be the same. The height of the rectangular tank is chosen in
order to keep the same tank filling ratio in both containers.
Furthermore, one can see from [22, Ch. 1.5] that the tank
height has no influence on the computation of the sloshing
frequencies. Technical details about the approximation method
can be found in Section VI-A of the Appendix.

After comparing the sloshing frequencies of the rectangular
“virtual” tank (using the method detailed earlier) to the ones
calculated from the experimental data, a difference of only about

Hz is observed.

A. Infinite-Dimensional Model

On the one hand, considering the plate, we assume that the
kinematic hypothesis given by [5, Ch. 11.1] is respected. This
assumption allows us to derive the partial derivative equation of
the plate (see [16, Ch. 4.6])

(1)

where is an operator quantifying the damping,
is the displacement, the mass per unit

plate area, the Young modulus, and
the moment of inertia of the plate. is the Laplace operator
with being equal to . The nota-
tions correspond to external moments, along the -
and -axis, delivered to the plate by the actuators (see [12] or
[8]) and by the sloshing modes of the liquid in the tank. The
moments delivered by the actuators are denoted by and
and those delivered by the fluid by and . In other words,
we have

Equation (1) is to be solved using the boundary conditions
given in Section VI-B for given initial conditions, as in [5, Ch.
8.1.1] or [8].

On the other hand, we now consider the longitudinal move-
ment of the liquid along the -axis. Because the liquid motion is
starting from rest, there is a velocity potential such
that (see [26, Ch. 1.12]) the equation of liquid continuity may
be written as

(2)
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The linearized (Bernoulli) equation of liquid motion is given by
[26, Ch. 2.20] or [23]

(3)

where stands for the acceleration along the -axis, for
the gravitational acceleration and for the liquid height in the
container at rest position; is the density of the liquid and

is the pressure in the liquid. The equation is lin-
earized by omitting the square products of the velocity potential
(see [26, Art. 20] for the complete equation before lineariza-
tion).

Further on, (2) and (3) are to be solved using the boundary
conditions detailed in Section VI-B of the appendix (more de-
tails are also given in [26, Ch. 1.9] for the rectangular tank).

As in [14, Ch. 1.2], we denote the height of the oscillating
free surface by

(4)

where is the small displacement of the free surface
above the undisturbed mean level .

As in [23], the external acceleration can be calculated at
the gravity center of the tank for steady motion

(5)

In order to complete the description of the coupling be-
tween the two PDE’s, let us now compute the moment

applied by the liquid on the plate. Since
it is assumed that there is no displacement along the -axis, we
get , and

(6)

The second contribution to the whole moment is due to the
voltage applied by the piezoelectric patches (see [12], [24]).
As our experimental setup is not symmetric with respect to the

-axis (the actuators are only on one side of the plate), the posi-
tion of the neutral fiber needs to be recalculated. We finally get
that

if

else (7)

where is the square delimited by the
surface of the actuator and is a parameter depending on the
actuator/plate geometry and on the position of the neutral fiber
(see [24]).

The piezoelectric sensor delivers a voltage given by

(8)

where is a parameter depending on the piezoelectric
characteristics and on the capacity of the charge amplifier.

define the extremities of the piezoelectric
sensor.

The perturbation entry, defined as a noise on the perturba-
tion actuator glued next to the controlled actuator, creates a mo-
mentum similar to (7)

(9)

where is a noise with a frequency of 50 Hz.

B. Finite-Dimensional Approximation

In order to compute an approximation of the previous infi-
nite-dimensional model, it is needed to describe an appropriate
basis in which the solution of the partial derivative equation may
be written. This issue is well covered in the literature (see for ex-
ample [16, Ch. 5.2] for the plate and [23] for the liquid sloshing)
thus it will be detailed only in the appendix (see Section VI-C).
This allows us to compute a finite-dimensional approximation
of the model.

Knowing that the influence of system’s modes is inversely
proportional to the mode’s frequency, the approximation of the
displacement by the first modes of the system may be justi-
fied. The derivation of the finite-dimensional approximation of
our model is now detailed. We aim at describing a state space
model where the state vector should gather the first vibration
modes of the plate and the first sloshing modes of the
tank.

1) Plate Model: In this section, we calculate the finite-di-
mensional approximation of size of (1) for the rectangular
plate, doing a truncation of the (33) at .

The approximation of the influence of the tank on the plate
will be considered in Section III-B3b. We write

(10)

where —the being the same
as in (33)—is the state space vector. stands for the voltage
applied to the piezoelectric patch and is the voltage deliv-
ered by the piezoelectric sensor.

In (10), the dynamic matrix is written as:

(11)

with

for every from 1 to .
The angular frequency of the th mode is in [rad s ]

given in [5, Ch. 11] and is the damping factor. The exper-
iments have shown that the damping is not constant for every
vibration mode but it depends on the quality factor which is
different for every structure mode. For a given input voltage,
we measure the quality vector and then identify the damping by
analogy to a second order system with damping [41].
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For the control matrix , we use (1) and (7), and we integrate
on the surface of the actuator. Thus we get

(12)

where

Here and are the specific deformation modes of the plate
along and -axis. Moreover, the Heaviside step is used here to
suggest that the moment generated by the actuator is different
than zero only under the actuator. More details of the derivation
are given in Section VI-D of the appendix.

The output matrix is calculated with (8) and the new po-
sition of the neutral fiber

(13)

where

and is the same parameter depending on the sensor/plate ge-
ometry and on the position of the neutral fiber as in (8). Here
also, the Heaviside step is used to infer that the sensor senses
the plate deformation which is only under it. The computa-
tion method is similar to the one of the control matrix from
Section VI-D.

2) Liquid Model: In this section, we calculate the finite-di-
mensional approximation of the tank’s sloshing using a mechan-
ical approach.

With the geometrical parameters of the rectangular tank,
one can calculate the movement equations of the liquid and
the boundary conditions (see [26, Ch. 17]). The approximation
given by [23] may be used to model the sloshing. Indeed we
consider a finite number of mass-pendulum systems, each
corresponding to a sloshing mode, which will exert on the tank
the same force and moment as the sloshing liquid does (one
can see for instance that for each odd integer of (36) or (37)
in the appendix corresponds to a mass-pendulum systems of
index ).

The state-space representation is then easily obtained using
the pendulum equation under external acceleration [22]

(14)

where is the angle of the th pendulum compared to its
equilibrium position, its length, and is the value of the
damping fixed at 0.01.

Choosing the state space vector for the liquid sloshing equal
to

the dynamic equation, for the general case of an input , is

(15)

where the matrix computed from (14) for each is

(16)

with

In the case of the control matrix the construction is also
straightforward by considering as the control vari-
able

(17)

where

3) Model Coupling:
a) Plate Influence on the Rectangular Tank: The influence

of the plate on the movement of the fluid is given by (5) which
is expressed using the Ritz functions as [see (33)]

(18)

Taking

this equation is equivalent to

(19)

Since is the
derivative of the state space vector of the rectangular plate, using
(10) we obtain

(20)

Using now (16), (17), and (20), (15) becomes

(21)
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This equation describes the coupling between the movement
of the plate and the movement of the mass-pendulum systems,
that is to say the movement of the liquid in the tank.

b) Tank’s Influence on the Rectangular Plate: The liquid
sloshing is viewed by the plate as a perturbation that comes into
the state space representation by means of a matrix

(22)

(see Section III-B1). For the calculation of the perturbation ma-
trix , an identical approach as in the case of the control ma-
trix has been followed.

The external moment applied to the tank due to the move-
ment of the fluid is computed in (38). Due to our choice of
the physical parameters of the pendulum, the moment from the
liquid sloshing equals the moment due to the movement of all
mass-pendulum systems. The external moment written for
mass-pendulum system is

where is the total acceleration due to pendulum oscillations
and plate movement. Using (16), the expression of can be
rewritten as

(23)

In similar way as the computation of the control matrix
given by (12), using (6) and integrating on a small square

around the point , we get that the
matrix is given by

(24)

where is given by

C. Complete Model

From (21) and (22), one can write the complete state-space
model of the experimental setup. As previously stated, in the
presentation of the complete model, we consider the case of
Ritz functions and mass-pendulum systems. For the com-
plete system, the state-space vector is

Combining all the matrices leads to the following finite-dimen-
sional approximation using the state-space representation:

(25)

where and denotes null
matrices of appropriate dimensions. is the perturbation ma-
trix computed from (9) using the same methodology as .

As stated earlier in (25), stands for the measured output
(the voltage measured through the piezoelectric sensor), is the
control input (the voltage applied to the piezoelectric actuator),

stands for the output to be controlled and is composed in this
case of and . Finally, is the disturbance input (not to be
confused with the plate’s displacement) and is generated by the
voltage applied to the piezoelectric actuator used as source of
disturbances.

IV. CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS

The system model (25) is established for the first modes
of the plate and for the first modes of the liquid sloshing.
As it is observed in Section IV-A, this choice allows to con-
sider the flexional and torsional deformation of the plate. Be-
sides, it is shown in [20] that the first modes contain the main
part of the energy of the deformation of the flexible structure.
Moreover, using the energy approach from [44], it is possible to
check that the first five modes contain almost all the energy of
the structure. Since the objective is to control the flexional de-
formation but also the torsional modes of the plate, the number
of modes considered is also chosen so that torsion modes are in-
cluded. Therefore the controller will be computed with
and . So and and the total state
space vector belongs to .

A. Model Matching

The complete system model from (25) was validated in [36]
by a comparison of a time-response for a given initial deforma-
tion of the plate. However, in order to obtain a model which
provides a good match of the measured frequency response,
some adjustments are required by considering the Bode plots.
This adaptation is done following a trial-and-error method (first
the frequencies are matched and then is the damping). Other
methods are possible for flexible structures (see, e.g., [37] and
references therein).

This model matching is necessary since some mechanical el-
ements are not well known and have not been taken into account
in the modeling. These elements include the circular ring used
to attach the tank on the plate, the dynamical behavior of the
piezoelectric patches, the non-homogeneity of the plate and the
weight of the tank.

As a first step of the model matching, the frequencies of the
plate are adjusted. A bigger amount of liquid will be sensed by
the plate as an increase of the total mass of the plate and this
will lead to (see [5, Ch. 11]) a shift towards zero of all the mode
frequencies. A second step of the model matching is the adding
of a static gain that corresponds to the high frequency modes
neglected during the model reduction static correction [38]. This
allows to get a more realistic model at low frequencies. The
comparison of the bode plots for and in Figs. 4
and 5 shows that the model, for is quite accurate with
respect to the real data while there is some discrepancy in the
amplitude of the first sloshing mode for .

In the considered figures, the first peak corresponds to the
first flexional mode of the plate (0.625 Hz) and the second peak
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Fig. 4. Frequency matching for the tank filling level � � ��� (numerical
model—plain line and experimental setup—dotted line).

Fig. 5. Frequency matching for the tank filling level � � ��� (numerical
model—plain line and experimental setup—dotted line).

to the first sloshing mode (1.25 Hz for and 1.415 Hz
for ) in the tank. The next four peaks are respectively
representing: The first torsional mode (the third peak) (6.38 Hz)
and the second (8.75 Hz), third (14.45 Hz), and fourth (21.50
Hz) flexional modes of the plate. The second mode of the liquid
sloshing (1.99 Hz for and 2.15 Hz for ) cannot
be identified on the Bode diagrams due to its very small ampli-
tude.

B. Robust Control Problem

In this section a robust controller is computed and some ex-
periments are performed. The controller is calculated using the
standard problem given in Fig. 6. In order to take distur-
bances into account, the low-pass filter is included in the
design scheme.

The residual modes divergence describing the spillover phe-
nomenon is a common problem when working with a truncation

Fig. 6. Standard � problem.

of an infinite-dimensional systems. In order to avoid this non de-
sirable effect, a high-pass filter is added on the controlled
output (see [45]). This filter has a transfer function

that allows to get a 60 dB attenuation above the cutoff frequency
of 25 Hz. The cut-off frequency is slightly greater than the fre-
quency of the last considered mode in the controller synthesis.

The controller is designed and is first tested through sim-
ulations and on the experimental setup afterwards. The sim-
ulation model is a system of larger dimension, with the first
six modes of the plate and the first three modes of the liquid
sloshing, in order to test the existence of the spillover effect.
Two different levels of tank filling are considered ( and

).
When looking at the synthesis plant model augmented by the

filters and and keeping in mind the number of modes re-
tained for design, it is clear that a full-order controller given
by the MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox will have severe re-
strictions for its numerical implementation on the experimental
setup. More clearly, the Robust Control Toolbox fails in finding
a controller when the number of considered modes is increasing
and when the two filters are added. Moreover, it cannot directly
tackle the problem of different filling levels in the tip-tank. It
is therefore reasonable to resort to algorithms for the synthesis
of reduced-order controllers for the simultaneous control
problem. This is the case of the HIFOO package based on non
smooth optimization from [19].

1) Order of the Reduced-Order HIFOO Controllers: At first,
one specific controller is considered for each tank filling level.
In order to choose the suitable order of these HIFOO controllers,

controllers of different orders for a fixed tank filling of 0.7
are computed using the Simulink diagram of Fig. 6. The com-
putations show that controllers of order 4 and 1, have almost
the same norm: 4.28 for a fourth-order and 4.24 for a first-
order. Consequently, a fourth-order controller and a first-order
controller for the same tank filling are tested on the
plant. The idea behind this is to see if greater order controllers
are really more efficient than a very simple first-order controller.

The experimental results are plotted in Fig. 7. The Bode plots
show the closed-loop attenuation in the case of a fourth-order
and a first-order controller computed using HIFOO. One can
notice a slightly better attenuation for the first sloshing mode
in case of the fourth-order controller and a better attenuation
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Fig. 7. Comparison between a fourth and a first-order HIFOO controller-� �
���.

Fig. 8. Open-loop and closed-loop transfers using HIFOO controller—� �

���.

(approximately 4 dB) for the first flexion mode in the case of
the first-order controller.

It can be seen that the complexity of a fourth-order controller
is not justified. Therefore, from now on, only first-order con-
trollers will be computed with HIFOO.

Experimental results are given in Figs. 8 and 9. The transfer
functions of both controllers are given as follows. Therefore, the
transfer function of the first order HIFOO controller for the case

is

and the one for the case is

Fig. 9. Open-loop and closed-loop transfers using HIFOO controller—� �

���.

Fig. 10. Open-loop and closed-loop time response using � � � � ���.

It may be observed that the first peak is well attenuated for
the different considered tank fillings. An attenuation of 14 dB is
measured when and of 11.7 dB when .

Concerning the first twisting mode (third peak on the Bode
plots) the attenuation is very small for and quite good
for (1.5 dB). For higher order modes, it is seen that the
controller for is also quite efficient.

Further on, in order to analyze time behavior of the mock-up,
the plate is allowed to freely oscillate after release from a de-
flected position of 10 cm at the plate free end, corresponding to
the excitation of the first flexion mode. The tank filling level is
chosen to be equal to 0.9 and HIFOO controller is tested
for this new configuration. The time response of the closed-loop
system, compared to the open-loop one is given in Fig. 10, while
the input voltage delivered by the first-order HIFOO controller

is depicted in Fig. 11. We notice, that the voltage remains in
the saturation limits 100 V of the amplifier delivering voltage
to the piezoelectric actuator.

2) Simultaneous Reduced-Order HIFOO Controller: In
practice, the liquid in the plane tanks is varying during flight.
Therefore, one controller must be valid for different fillings.

The first-order controller previously computed for the 90%
filled tank is tested on the 70% filled tank. One can notice from
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Fig. 11. Voltage delivered by the HIFOO controller � � � � ���

Fig. 12. HIFOO controller calculated for the tank 90% filled and tested on the
tank 70% filled.

Fig. 12 that the controller increases the amplitude of the first vi-
bration mode of the plate and does not attenuate the other modes.
Therefore a simultaneous first order robust controller is com-
puted for all different levels using again the HIFOO package
under MATLAB.

In Figs. 13 and 14, the Bode plot of the experimental setup in
open-loop and the Bode plot of the experimental setup in closed-
loop using the simultaneous HIFOO controller are compared for
different tank fillings. The transfer function of the controller is
given by

It is observed that the first and most important mode in terms
of plate displacement is very well attenuated for (10
dB) and (5.7 dB). Regarding the twisting mode and
higher order modes they are also well attenuated especially for

.

V. CONCLUSION

After describing the experimental setup used to test the
obtained theoretical results, we computed an infinite dimen-
sional model for the plate bending and liquid sloshing using
partial derivative equations. A model approximation using Ritz
method was then performed and a state-space representation

Fig. 13. Open loop and closed loop using simultaneous HIFOO con-
troller—� � ���

Fig. 14. Open loop and closed loop using simultaneous HIFOO con-
troller—� � ���

of the system was realized. Before the computation of robust
controllers, a model matching is performed, in order to have a
better similarity in terms of amplitude and frequency between
the model and the plant. Finally, two controllers are calculated
for the model considering five modes for the plate and two
modes for liquid sloshing using HIFOO package. The Robust
Control Toolbox from MATLAB is not used since it is not well
adapted to the system under study. Tests on the experimental
setup are achieved. With a simple first-order controller com-
puted using HIFOO, vibrations alleviation is obtained for the
first modes on one tested tank filling but performance is not
so good when applying this controller for another tank filling
demonstrating some lack of robustness. This last issue is greatly
improved by designing a simultaneous first-order controller
that shows much better performance on both tip-tank fillings.
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Work is in progress to compute a controller that is more robust
to the filling of the tank by using different weightings for the
simultaneous HIFOO controller.

APPENDIX

A. Tank Transformation Method

To compute the dimensions of the virtual rectangular tank
we propose the following method. The method was chosen
after comparing the computed natural frequencies to the exper-
imental ones on one side (the precision of the method) and after
analyzing the computation complexity plus the time employed
in implementing the method.

This method keeps the length and the width of the rectan-
gular tank equal to the length of the cylinder and the width of
the free surface, respectively

where is the radius of the internal diameter of the tank and
is the tank filling level in the cylindrical

tank.
The liquid height is chosen so that the volume of liquid in

both tanks is the same. By equating the two volumes, the liquid
height in the rectangular container is

(26)

with . For more details about this method
and for alternative approximation methods see [35, Ch. 2.3.2].

B. Boundary and Initial Conditions

a) Plate: The boundary conditions for the three free sides
of the plate are given by

(27)

and for the clamped side

(28)

The plate initial conditions are

(29)

where and stand for the initial deformation and velocity,
respectively.

b) Tank With Liquid: The boundary conditions for the tank
with liquid are

on the tank walls

for (30)

which state that the speed of the liquid on the tank walls are
zero and the speed of the liquid on the free surface is only the
time derivative of the liquid movement along the mean level .
Moreover the initial condition of the liquid is

in the liquid. (31)

C. Basis Functions for the Infinite-Dimensional Model

For the plate equation (1), we consider the homogeneous PDE
in the absence of external forces

(32)

and use the separation of variables method.
The displacement can then be expressed in a Hilbertian

basis

(33)
where and are the Ritz functions of two beams
along the -axis and -axis. For a more detailed description of
the choice of Ritz functions see [16, Ch. 5.2].

and are then calculated by solving (2)
and (3) with the proper boundary conditions (30) and the ini-
tial conditions (31). We first write them in the Hilbertian basis
of composed of the eigenfunctions of
with Newman homogeneous boundary conditions. Thus, they
are written as

(34)

(35)

Because the tank is rectangular, the separation of variables
method can be used to write as a product of cosine
functions depending separately on and

Using (30) and (2) we find

where .
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As the movement of the liquid is along the -axis, it can be
proven that the free surface displacement and the velocity po-
tential are not depending on the variable and thus (34) and
(35) can be written as (see [23])

(36)

(37)

where . Replacing (4), (36) and (37) in (3), we
get a differential equation for which is to be solved at the
free surface. This allows us to compute the functions. After
tedious calculations, the whole moment exerted by the liquid
sloshing is given by

(38)

D. Computation of the Control Matrix

In order to obtain the input matrix , we compute the total
bending momentum generated by the piezoelectric patch
along both axes and

(39)

where is the deforma-
tion of the plate given by (33) and that the momentum along
both axes is given by (see Appendix D), we obtain from the ear-
lier equation the components of the input matrix

where the Heaviside step function is defined as

if
if

(40)

and is a coefficient depending on the physical parameters of
the plate and piezoelectric actuator. For more details about this
computation [35, Ch. 2.2.3.2] can be consulted.
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